tmRNA and associated ligands: a puzzling relationship.
Translation is an efficient and accurate mechanism, needing thorough systems of control-quality to ensure the correspondence between the information carried by the messenger RNA (mRNA) and the newly synthesized protein. Among them, trans-translation ensures delivering of stalled ribosomes when translation occurs on truncated mRNAs in bacteria, followed by the degradation of the incomplete nascent proteins. This process requires transfer-messenger RNA (tmRNA), an original molecule acting as both a tRNA and an mRNA. tmRNA first enters the decoding site of stuck ribosomes and, despite the lack of any codon-anticodon interaction, acts as a tRNA by transferring its alanine to the incomplete protein. Translation then switches to a small internal coding sequence (mRNA domain), which encodes a tag directing the incomplete protein towards degradation. Although playing a central role during trans-translation, tmRNA function depends on associated proteins. Genetic, biochemical and recent structural data are starting to unravel how the process takes place, by involving three main protein partners. Small protein B (SmpB) interacts with the tRNA-like domain (TLD) of tmRNA and is indispensable and specific to the process. Elongation factor Tu (EF-Tu) binds simultaneously the TLD and brings aminoacylated tmRNA to the ribosome, as for canonical tRNAs. Ribosomal protein S1 forms complexes with tmRNA, facilitating its recruitment by the stalled ribosomes. The chronology of events, however, is poorly understood and recent data shed light on the functions attributed to the proteins involved in trans-translation. This review focuses on the puzzling relationship that tmRNA has with these three protein ligands, putting forward trans-translation as a highly dynamical process.